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Executive Summary
Operators are starting to accelerate their

The problem stems from the fact that these

journey to automation of their fault management

technologies propose to provide a one-hit

processes. However, there is a long and tortuous

“silver bullet” to the beleaguered automation

journey for most to achieve the fully autonomous

programmes. The re-invented tools just look

nirvana envisioned for operations: there are too

prettier and have easier user experiences than

many mistakes being made in planning the journey

previously but still fundamentally perform the

and too much manual activity not included in the

same function as they did 30 years ago… and with

current plan which prevents any prospect of a

the same, unsuccessful, outcomes.

transformation to a zero-touch future.

This reinvention and recycling of technologies

Surveys show that 72% of automation initiatives

including ‘bots, and scripts in modern languages

fail to deliver business outcomes. There is much

like python, and powershell; the re-branding

excitable interest in the industry around the

of

capabilities of new and re-invented automation

and task-scheduling tools as “automation”,

technologies from the past. The sad truth is that

“orchestration”,

they are not working, and no amount of marketing

evolution of screen-scraping macro engines (re-

injection of the magic sauce of “machine learning”

invented as “Robotic Process Automation”), has

and AI will make the technology automate more.

not fundementally moved organisations away

existing

workflow,
or

collaboration,

“intelligent”;

case

and

the

from the same task-automation, engineers were
creating a generation ago with simpler tools.
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The type of transformational automation required

Even when the models are highly tuned, the

in fault management and remediation is a broader

dilemma between maintaining a static model

approach which truly transfers work from a

(that will quickly become obsolete) and providing

people-centric operation to a machine-centric

a dynamic model through machine learning (which

one. It requires a plan which evolves through a

will learn about all of yesterday’s problems) is a

number of automation styles and approaches.

trap leading to failure.

Cortex invests extensively in understanding and
defining how to make this journey successful; ensuring that the evolution continues toward the
autonomous nirvana whilst delivering value at
every stage.

Both will eventually be self-destructive.
Intelligent Automation however leverage’s the
power of machine intelligence in analytics and
decisioning using deterministic techniques to

Functional automation is improving in complexity

drive rules, heuristics, and models for outcomes

and richness especially in the new generation

that are predictable. This will accelerate any

of network equipment, - EMS’s, OSS’s, SDN

automation initiative on the road to autonomous

controllers, etc. It can be used to assist in better

operations. Intelligent Automation introduces

analysis and decisioning in a workflow, or ticket

intelligent

based, environment. Tooling such as RPA brings

and

the opportunity to automate tasks using the

capabilities to drive both autonomous processes,

existing screen and keyboard controls however

and third-party task-based tools which will

it introduces challenges in the improvement and

transform the approach to fault management.

analysis,

intelligent

intelligent

cross-process

decisioning
orchestration

maintenance cycles, as well as the end-to-end
performance. These kinds of tools will help in

It’s only by introducing real process automation

an assistive context where scale, velocity and

and then embedding intelligent analysis and

capacity are not an issue. But beware -

task

decisioning that companies can actually release

automation rarely reduces headcount despite

their expensive fault management engineers

that being used as the primary justification for

to more valuable (and more interesting) roles

implementation.

such as new product development and complex
customer solution sales and design.

Machine learning and AI capabilities are causing
a lot of hype but are currently offering little
practical benefits in the fault management arena;
by design their outputs are probability-based,
and actions based on them could be the wrong
thing to do with potentially disastrous results.
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Fault Management Challenges today
Today, communication service providers are facing many challenges in managing their networks, which
are driving costs up and quality down. These challenges arise from the following major areas: network
diversity, service complexity, market pressures, and automation technology.
Often this is at the cost of rushed configurations,

Network Diversity

and under-performing services, resulting from

CSPs operate an increasingly fragmented and
diverse range of network equipment; regularly,
operators claim to have more than 100 different

a lack of available, appropriately

skilled

engineering staff in new product development,
or new technology R&D.

types of network equipment, some even claim

This is exacerbated by in difficulties migrating

more than 200 different types. Each requires

mature

separate

deployment

configurations arising from the lack of legacy

activities, and even where they support common

engineering expertise because it has been shifted

services each has its own unique set of service,

to the new generation.

type

approvals

and

provisioning and service assurance models and

services

from

existing

reliable

processes.

Mergers and acquisitions are commonplace

Frequently, as described by the Pareto rule, 20%

geographical coverage and operational efficiency

of these types comprise 80% of the individual

which results in CSPs having an intensely

network elements. In many cases there is just

heterogenous

a (flaky) single instance of a network equipment

configurations.

in CSP’s as organisations vie for market share,

type, probably a hangover from the distant past,
which is being used only to support a bespoke or
unique service delivered to a small (but possibly

networks

with

conflicting

The separate companies may serve different
customer markets (fixed line vs mobile is the

important) group of customers!

simplest example), but even when there is an

This plethora of different network equipment will

vendors, different strategies, and different

have arisen over time in response to a number of

drivers to perform the same function.

overlap, each company may well have different

valid drivers. Network technology is constantly
and rapidly evolving. The duration of each new
generation is getting shorter and shorter as
we have seen with 2G/3G/4G/5G. Each new
technology generation offers the same or better
services at lower cost than the previous one.
CSPs are pressured into adopting it, or risk being
side-lined by competitors that do.
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Despite the latest announcements from companies
such as India’s Reliance Jio, and

UK’s Three

network of entire refreshes for a homogeneous
infrastructure at huge capital expense, some
CSP’s actively elect to avoid a homogenous
network

architecture,

believing

this

offers

benefits including purchasing leverage with the
suppliers, lower vulnerability to manufacturing
or design flaws, and avoiding equipment failure
risk through diversification.

Service Complexity
Since

telecommunications

began

operators

have been offering more and more different
combinations and permutations of services to
customers. Those services are becoming more and
more complex requiring more complex network
configuration across a range of device types:
network access may be over broadband, GPON,
WiFi, or mobile (3G/4G/5G) networks, each of

More diverse types of equipment, delivering

which has its own set of network components with

more diverse services, performing more types

their own resources that need to be configured;

of network functions, in a more complex

then transport across the core could be over SDH/

marketplace,

of

SONET, IP-MPLS, or WDM, again with their own

technical engineers who want more exposure

set of configuration requirements. In addition,

to the latest technology, and more managers

the evolution of dual-, triple- quad-, and even

assigned to manage them, all drives up costs and

quin-play services compounds the increases in

reduces quality of existing and legacy services.

the complexity of customer management.

If only there were a way to release skilled

Provisioning these highly complex services in

engineering time from running the show (Service

the associated complex management structures,

Assurance) to focus on competing in new product,

even in a fully- or semi-manual environment

new technology, and customer solutions. Of

introduces a high risk of configuration errors;

course, this is the currently unfulfilled promise

our statistics show that typically in excess of

of

65% of equipment currently in the network is

fault

Service

requiring,

Assurance

remediation,

performance

more

training

automation

change

optimisation,

across

implementation,
configuration

validation, patch and security updating, etc.

misconfigured

or

non-compliant.

Diagnosing

errors resulting from those configuration errors
is a complex, time-consuming and error-prone
process itself for which there is little available
resource.
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Additionally it is not unusual for an error

Multi-layer

automation

approaches

enable

reported by a customer to be caused by network

ownership of operations to be managed by a small

misconfiguration on a device several hundred

number of Subject Matter Experts in a supervisory

miles from the customer’s location. In many

role, capturing small and incremental change

organisations, this would often take a number of

in operations. This has been shown to release

skilled engineers more than a week to diagnose

significantly higher rate of man effort than simple

(but probably only a couple of minutes to

task automation, or ticket automation.

remediate).
The level of complexity in this environment usually
follows a square law, a doubling in complexity; say
offering a dual bundle package service, results in
a quadrupling in the complexity of operations.
Without the same shift in skills availability or
an exponential increase in automation, the only
outcome can be reduced quality and velocity.
Complex service configurations lead to highercost service assurance activities, missed service
SLAs and higher customer dissatisfaction. The
expansion in the number of service types offered,
in the number of options for each service type,
and in the number of different types of network
equipment that could be used to deliver the
service all mean that fault assurance engineers
need more training, more diagnostic tools, and
more time to analyse and remediate issues,
resulting in unnecessary higher operational costs.

In a major UK Telco, an
entire service originally
delivered with over 250
skilled network engineers,
now runs with just 3
Subject Matter Experts and
a multi-layered intelligent
automation cluster.
Dealing with 98% of the
5-6 million events, and
110,000 situations that arise
everyday, the automation
has reduced the number of
tickets raised per month from
over 30,000 to just 200.
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Having failed to deliver the required outcomes

Market Pressures

using simple automation, CSPs are leapfrogging
the next stage and exploring predictive service
highly-available

failure systems and pre-emptive preventative

architectures

action responses. This leaves both a dearth of

delivering services are driving CSP customers to

automated operations, and locked-in engineering

be more demanding when it comes to service

teams being overloaded by advanced information

assurance and service availability.

but unable to react in time – although as we shall

Widescale
network

deployment

of

technologies

and

There is rising expectation that faults should
never happen which is driving CSPs to deploy

see later there are also deeper dangers with this
approach.

both resilient network architectures and self-

There is much interest within the industry in

healing technologies. How the CSP handles the

whether and how Artificial Intelligence and

fault is as important as preventing the fault in

Machine Learning can be used by CSPs to improve

the first case.

their fault prevention and fault resolution

When it comes to customer satisfaction (CSAT,
NPS), responding and remediating at machine
speed, scale and accuracy will mitigate a large
proportion of situations before they cause a
customer or service impact.

processes, and some operators have already
begun to deploy this functionality. However,
there is limited reported success and a huge
missed opportunity where Intelligent Automation
bridges the gulf between simple task automation
and the probabilistic world of AI models.

When faults do occur, customers desire for them
to be resolved as quickly as possible is thwarted by
the manual and sequentially-queued approaches
of the CSP’s people-centric operation. Leading
CSPs are actively notifying customers of a fault
before the customer can ring up to complain;
others are putting in place intelligent diagnostic
functionality that enables agents to provide a
better, more accurate, more relevant, and more
immediate personal response to callers.
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Typically,

Automated Trends

deployed

automation

solutions,

including task automation approaches such as
RPA, or orchestration technologies, are unable
deployed

to maintain variable operating contexts, and so

limited forms of automation to reduce fault

cannot perform complex context based decision-

resolution times, in the form of automated ticket

making to determine the appropriate sequence of

generation and automated alarm correlation and

actions to take in response to an event. Instead,

enrichment. Some are even experimenting with

they take a simplistic, ‘canned’ approach to

task automation using some advanced Robotic

determine a course of action.

Process Automation (RPA) tools and home-grown

Moreover, this tooling has no idea of what success

Many

organisations

have

already

scripts.

looks like – just that the action is “complete”.

However, even where CSPs claim to have a
high level of this type of automation, we see
typical shifts in manual labour of between 12
and 18% from the simple low-level tasks. Also,
they still have huge numbers of engineers –
sometimes in the hundreds or thousands involved
in fault identification, fault analysis and fault
rectification because the law of demand and

In many cases the action is hard-coded into the
automation itself short-circuiting the Analysis and
Decision stages of the SADA model and creating
fragile,

inflexible

operations

that

requires

intense management and maintenance. In some
environments this has been so self-defeating
that more than 90% of the automation is out of
production at any one time.

supply and quality improvements soak up all of
that freed resource, and often times demand
more.
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Even if the action is the correct response to the

•

event, it is not always desirable to perform it

but the customer is delinquent in paying their

immediately; for example, if a ‘link down’ event

bill, and the CSP may wish to prevent fault

is received, then the ‘correct’ action may be to

resolution until after the customer has paid up.

issue a port reset command, but when to issue
that command might be affected by the following
factors:
•

This demonstrates the importance of context,
and how the right action in the wrong context
can be more destructive than helpful.

The target device may have other,

higher- priority commands to execute (e.g., the
device itself may already be executing a device
reset, obviating the need to reset just the port).
•

The fault may affect a customer service,

Ironically, some of the more advanced techniques
that have been developed such as auto-code
generation, and screen recording and modelling
increase the amount of effort required to deploy

The target device may be undergoing

simple task automation. Research by PwC has

maintenance, with a field service engineer on-

shown that advanced task engines take up to 5

site.

times more configuration effort because the initial

•

The fault may not be affecting any

customer service, and so the port reset command
could be delayed until a non-peak time.
•

The fault may affect a customer service,

but an order that is modifying or ceasing that
service may be in-flight within the service
provisioning stack.

configuration must be decoded and re-written to
be resilient, and then every modification requires
an entire re-write and re-test.
This does not even consider the management
complexity of operating this ad hoc approach
at enterprise scales. The dispersed approach
to script creation increases the cost of both
management

and

maintenance

whilst

it

The fault may affect a customer service,

progressively undermines policies and governance

but the customer’s SLA prevents too quick of a

with multiple local variances from presumed-

fix (this is counter-intuitive, but if all customer-

fixed decisions.

•

affecting faults a fixed within a very short
timespan (e.g., within 60 minutes) then the
CSP would not be able to offer different SLAs
promising a fix within 1-hour, 4-hour or 8-hour
windows: every customer would presumably
choose the (cheapest) 8-hour window.

Obviously, this form of automation has benefits
at small scales and for high intensity unchanging
tasks. However, on its own it is not sufficient to
drive down the cost of fault and service assurance;
a more intelligent approach is required.
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Terminology / Organisation / Hierarchy
At this point it’s useful to align to an agreed terminology for automation. The picture below provides
the Cortex view of this:

At the bottom of the pyramid, immediately
above the systems and functions, sits

Task Automation;

Local

In process automation each instantiation must be
independent and asynchronous as its life cycle and

this is the RPA tools and

permutation is not be dependent upon another

scripts mentioned previously, as well as the

similar process; even with apparently identical

functional automation already embedded in 3rd-

inputs and the same Local Task Automations

party products. This provides the capability to

invoked in the same sequence; there is little

perform completely a single task – even if that

chance the analysis and decisions will be the

task is complex. Typically, there is a high volume

same.

of execution of automation at this level, but each
execution is of relatively short duration.
Driving Local Task Automation is

Automation;

Process

Orchestration

enables the organisation to

set objectives and apply policies that may vary
the process sequencing and potentially the

this is the sequencing of the

analysis and decisions made in the processes,

Local Tasks and Functions possibly interspersed

whilst leaving the lower Task Automation layer

with intelligent analysis and decisions to ensure

components untouched.

appropriate outcomes – this accomplishes the
end-to-end objective.
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This is the layer, for example, that would

Obviously, this example is not wholly realistic, as

determine if and when it is appropriate to issue

the definition of “success” should be taken as a

the port reset command in the earlier example.

service level objective, or at least a network level

Automation executions, and execution variations,

objective. The successful addressing of the link

at this layer have a time-frame that is measured

down event, may not have resolved the service

more in hours than minutes.

issue, but also may have had an (adverse) impact

The

Adaption

on other services using the device. In reality, it
layer often called “Machine

would be more usual to have a “risk model” in

Learning” enables the automation tools to

the adaptive layer, as it could be extreme to fix

self-modify their logical analysis, algorithmic

a fault link by taking down a node supporting

decisions, outcomes, or behaviour, by modifying

hundreds or thousands of customer services!

the control variables and decision criteria of

Objectives

The

space, for example, a ‘link down’ event could be

complex deep analysis and decision structures

fixed by resetting the port terminating the link,

that are very hard for machines to perform

or (in extremis) by rebooting the device.

well in. Even with advanced AI techniques the

Both of these options are pre-defined to the
automation, but their relative priority can be
modifiable: each time one of these actions
is applied it would generate and update an
associated success score.

and

Strategies

the underlying processes. In the fault assurance

layers are

inaccuracy of data without the underpinning
Intelligent Automation and the self-defeating
exponential increase in digital complexity start
to make these untenable as machine-based
propositions.
A move to more intense use of Intelligent

If the ultimate outcome successfully resolved the

Automation should over time provide the digital

issue the priority of this action sequence would

accuracy and quantity of information to drive

be raised or lowered if it did not. The process

a new generation of AI technologies that may

may then learn to select the “best” action

bring value in these layers. In the meantime,

sequence (i.e, the one with the highest score,

this is where skilled managers and engineers are

and deselect the unsuccessful sequences. Over

best deployed with assistive analytics, decision

time, the machine adapts its behaviour to prefer

support and planning tools.

the action which is the more successful.
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Introducing Intelligence into Fault Management
Clearly, task and functional automation on their own are insufficient to drive transformational change in
fault management operations; higher intelligent automation layers are necessary – but how and where?
Cortex has identified the following areas where intelligent automation can be easily deployed, and
where it adds real, immediate value to fault management operations.

Context based Decision Making
In many cases, there are a number of possible

Cortex Intelligent Automation can be deployed

actions that can be taken in response to a

to track the success of each possible action and

scenario: for example, the now-infamous link

to ‘learn’ the most appropriate action to select

down event could result in an action to reset of

for each scenario. This will reduce the ‘MTTR’

the port on either end of the link, or of a reboot

for the event, increasing any affected service

of either device, or of a re-routing of traffic to

uptime and increasing customer satisfaction. A

avoid that link, or of doing nothing if the link is

number of algorithms can be deployed to select

not in use for traffic-carrying services.

the most appropriate, including a capped ranking

The selection of the most appropriate action to

system, and weighted k nearest neighbour.

take will in part be based upon the analysis of the
currently-sensed world-view – in this example,
the presence of traffic-carrying service on the
link may cause the inclusion of the re-routing
option into the list of possible actions. But it will
also be based upon an assessment of which action
is most likely to provide a successful outcome.
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Complex Root Cause Analysis

Scenario Prediction
Cortex Intelligent Automation can be deployed

Some event scenarios require complex analysis

to predict scenarios before they occur, and to

to identify the root cause and the necessary

take action to prevent them occurring in the

resolution actions; for example, an issue reported

first place. For example, historical data analysis

in one part of the network may be the result of a

may indicate that a link down event on a device,

misconfiguration of a separate part that is 100’s

followed by a link down event on a different

of miles away. This may require the acquisition

device and a link down on a third device always

of data from many disparate devices, and of

results in a CPU threshold exceeded event on a

structured analysis of the retrieved data. Cortex

fourth device (possibly because the traffic that

Intelligent Automation can perform the data

originally routed over the three links is now all

retrieval and analysis to speed up drastically the

processed by the fourth device, exceeding its

identification of the root cause and the correct

available capacity). Cortex Intelligent Automation

action to apply. This can significantly reduce the

can receive and manage the individual link

manual activity required in this type of scenario,

down events in its normal way, but can track

and the time required to complete the analysis

the probability of the CPU threshold exceeded

and create thte remediation action plan.

event happening, and when two of the three link
down events are active it can initiate action to
re-route traffic away from the fourth device to
avoid it becoming overloaded.
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Summary
Automation on its own can deliver incredible changes in the operations of fault management. It improves
the velocity and quality of operations – quickly selecting the most appropriate action to perform and
closing the loop by confirming that the action has appropriately addressed the scenario. It reduces the
unit cost of operations by removing expensive manual involvement in the process, and it increases the
capacity of the organisation to handle faults, in part because each separate fault-handling process
completes much faster, but also because automation works at machine speed 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week.
However, automation alone does not deliver business outcomes such as reduced cost, reduced headcount,
increased revenue or increased profitability. That requires a business change management process
journey to be established within the organisation, and – as with all change management programmes –
this will need to establish vision and strategy, role descriptions, personnel changes and communication
plans.
Mapping a successful journey to create autonomous operations for fault management is possible for
existing environments. New technologies and services should fall into a “novel” category where simple
task and functional automation is effective in the short term. Once established process automation and
The journey must start with a clear vision of the end game of each phase. Cortex has proven that a
minimum number of three phases is required to achieve autonomous fault management operations is
three. This permits the organisation transform in respect of the roles and responsibilities of staff, the
governance and reporting structures, and the “Trust” and “Confidence” in man-machine collaboration.
SE 1

PHASE 2
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Summary
Typically, the three phases follow an easily defined path:

PHASE 2

PHASE 1
•

Define & share the vision of the post-

•

automation operations at each of the
•

Establish enablers, and machine 		
communications methods.

first two phases.

•

Backfill functional and Task automation.

Identify and formulate the 			

•

Automate Simple Processes in a “Human

“Automation Transformation Team”.
•

Establish a communication plan.

•

Establish Centre of Excellence, 		

in the loop” model.

Taxonomy , and Best Practices.

PHASE 3
•

PHASE 4

Automated complicated processes and

•

shift to “Human on the loop” Model.
•
•

Establish enablers, and machine 		
communications methods.

Establish baseline decision algorithms

•

Backfill functional and Task automation.

and adaptions.

•

Automate Simple Processes in a “Human

Establish an operationally agile team to
manage small and incremental change.
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in the loop” model.

Many operators are starting their journey to

It’s only by introducing intelligent automation

introduce automation into their fault management

that companies are able to create exception based

processes, but there is still some way to go to

operations where expensive fault management

achieve fully autonomous operations in this area:

engineers are entirely released from the chair to

there is still too much manual activity involved

more valuable (and more interesting) roles such as

which prevents the transformation to a zero-

new product development and complex customer

touch future.

solution sales and design, and to fundamentally
transform the quality, velocity and capacity of

There is much interest in the industry around

their fault management operations.

the capabilities of automation technologies,
including

RPA,

machine

learning

and

AI.

Functional automation such as RPA introduces
challenges in the maintenance and management
of a vast array of disparate implementations
but is also unable to deliver the higher levels of
intelligence required to effect transformational
change into fault management operations. At
the other end of the scale, machine learning
and AI capabilities are causing a lot hype but are
currently offering little practical benefits in the

“Go as far as you can see;
when you get there, you’ll
be able to see farther.”
			
		 J. P. Morgan

fault management arena; by design their outputs
are probability-based, and actions based on this
could be the wrong thing to do with potentially
disastrous results.
Cortex

Intelligent

Automation

evolves

the

capabilities of legacy automation capabilities,
by bringing together multiple methods and
techniques on a single easy to use, visual platform
providing SME’s direct access to intelligent
analysis, intelligent decisioning and cross-domain
process orchestration capabilities into the fault
management arena.
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Automation in Action - Cortex Use Cases
Fixed-line Network Transformation:
The solution monitors more than 200 different
A major UK communications service provider has

network elements across all their core global

transformed its fixed-line network operations

operations. The solution went live following a

with the deployment of the Cortex Intelligent

1-month development phase, and after its first

Automation platform. Cortex actively monitors

year of operation was releasing more than 5 FTE

over 13,000 different network elements –

staff to perform more valuable activities.

switches, routers, IVR, call recorders, etc – and
autonomously

receives

alarm

notifications,

performs root cause analysis and executes
appropriate remedial actions, including automatic
reconfiguration

of

NE

configurations.

The

introduction of Cortex has enabled this operator
to fully close 3 NOCs and 1 SOC, releasing more
than 270 highly skilled technicians to work in
other, more highly valued areas of the business,
including new product design, complex customer
solution design and first-line customer care.

Core IP Network Management:
A mobile communications service provider has
deployed

Cortex

Intelligent Automation

to

monitor and manage its core IP network. Working
alongside the legacy FM application, Cortex
performs alarm correlation on more than 75-100
alarm types across their 4 network elements.
Intelligent automation enables Cortex to perform
complex, cross-domain root cause analysis.

Zero-Touch Service Assurance:

Contextual

A global international network operator wished to

impact and time of day to inform the selection of

improve its existing manual ticket management

the most appropriate remedial actions to take.

processes as part of its journey to a zero-touch

Cortex then executes those remedial actions –

service

Intelligent

including, where appropriate, issuing commands

Automation was introduced to create tickets in

to network elements to reconfigure services,

legacy ticketing system upon receipt of alarms

to restart services or to re-route traffic - and

from network equipment. Intelligent decision

monitors the results to deliver fully-autonomous

making was deployed to correlate related alarms,

closed-loop

ensuring they did not result in duplicate tickets.

integrates to other OLO portals to diagnose faults

assurance

FMO.

Cortex

information,

including

customer

status, agreed service SLAs, scale of service

operations.

The

solution

also

autonomously against the agreed SLA’s offsetting
costly fees if broken.
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About Cortex
Cortex Intelligent Automation is the first unified platform specifically built to solve the challenges preventing
organisations’ acceleration to an autonomous future. Cortex rapidly creates value, using multi-purpose intelligent
automation software to transform telecommunications operations.
A unified, no-code, automation and orchestration platform, Cortex Intelligent Automation delivers Workflow,
Orchestration, Automation, Reasoning, Integration and Event processing. Unique, decision-driven, closedloop, and self-adjusting automation technology seamlessly integrates into existing and legacy technologies,
automating processes to increase accuracy, speed, agility, and to deliver tangible ROI.
Process design within the Cortex Intelligent Automation platform requires no programming experience,
underpinned by Cortex’s mission statement of “A world where everyone can automate”, and puts the business
process owners and subject matter experts at the core of the automation project. Web based and highly scalable,
the platform supports a simple managed process for the migration of a process design from development to test
to production environments.
With strategic delivery partners including Capgemini, TCS, and Tech Mahindra, Cortex applies proven strategies
and methodologies for Intelligent Automation deployment, together ensuring that the most successful outcomes
and ongoing autonomous operations are achieved.

START YOUR INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION JOURNEY TODAY
+44 23 8254 8990

www.cortex-ia.com
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info@cortex-ia.com

